Literacy Year 2
Summer Term Week 1
This week the children are going to be learning about non-chronological reports. This is
a type of writing that gives the reader information on a particular subject. The poster
below gives some examples of this type of text, how it would be structured and some of
the language features it may include.

We hope that by completing the following activities, children will have made their own
non-chronological reports by the end of the week. This would be really good in the form
of an information book where a series of pages can be joined together to make the
finished product. Skip to the end for ideas to make it fun!
Activity 1


Please read through the Guinea Pigs PowerPoint with your child (supporting their
reading as necessary). Take the quiz at the end.



Ask your child to suggest an animal that they would like to write a nonchronological report about. Once that’s been decided, help your child to
research for information. I suggest you use a child friendly search engine such
as www.kidzsearch.com or www.kidtopia.info



Make notes of interesting facts that you want to include.

Activity 2


We’re going to start our writing today so go back to the introduction page
(shown below) and talk about how it is set out. I’ve put some information in
boxes for talking points:

The heading lets the reader
know what the following
information is about.

An interesting opening
sentence about the animals. It
draws the reader in.

A general paragraph about
where they are from, and how
and when guinea pigs came to
Europe.


Following this format, give your page a heading - Introduction. Now write your
opening sentence to grab the reader’s attention. Talk about it and try to improve
it before writing it down. The next paragraph should give some general
information-where they came from, if they live in different places now etc.



Your child can now draw a picture to complete the page.

Activity 3


Review yesterday’s writing and make improvements if necessary.



Today’s writing is about habitats, so review the relevant page in the PowerPoint.

Heading

A paragraph about the
animals in the wild.

A paragraph about the animal as
a pet. If it isn’t a suitable pet, this
could be a paragraph about zoos
or other places in captivity for
example.



Help your child to research the habitats of their chosen animal. Make sure you
write down important words that you want to spell correctly.



You should then support your child to write their heading and two paragraphs
about their chosen animal’s habitats.



They can now draw some pictures to finish their page.

Activity 4


Review yesterday’s writing and make improvements if necessary.



Today’s writing is about appearance, so review the relevant page in the
PowerPoint.

Heading

Use of formal language.



Help your child to research the appearance of their chosen animal.



You should then support your child to write their heading and two paragraphs
about their chosen animal’s appearance.



They can now draw some pictures to finish their page.

Activity 5


Review yesterday’s writing and make improvements if necessary.



Today’s writing is about diet, so review the relevant page in the PowerPoint.
Each paragraph is about
Heading
a different part of their

Words are chosen
diet.
carefully for effect. I

highlighted them in the
text with a blue box.

1. about water
2. about vegetables
3. about teeth



Help your child to research the diet of their chosen animal.



You should then support your child to write their heading and two or more
paragraphs about their chosen animal’s diet.



They can now draw some pictures to finish their page.

Making it fun


Try typing the information to make your book, instead of writing it.



Use felt tips or other colours to write with.





Decorate your work.
Add interesting fact boxes on some of your pages.
Research how to make your pictures pop-up off your page.

